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Key Project Criteria
- Effectively integrate AV equipment specific to each room.
- Provide a mobile and height adjustable teaching station that can be adjusted to suit the individual teacher's needs.
- Lectern solutions must incorporate Trespa worktops for use in the labs.
- Units must feature worktop handles, smooth castors and cable reel management system for when the unit is being moved.

Constant collaboration between the University and our in-house design team enabled TOP-TEC to produce a final design that helped meet all of their key project criteria.
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The Solution

TOP-TEC successfully installed a series of bespoke 8U MESSANGER lecterns tailored for the University of Bedfordshire to meet their project requirements:

1. **Fully height adjustable**
   To suit the individual teacher’s needs.

2. **Bespoke cable management system**
   Keeps cables tidy and out of the way while navigating busy classrooms.

3. **Easy maneuverability**
   Handles & smooth castors for easy mobility.

4. **Trespa worktop**
   Compact laminate surface suitable for practical environments.

5. **Vinyl branding**

Looking for a similar solution?
Book your FREE 2D layout / 3D room render today...